Metagenomic sequencing with the Oxford Nanopore MinION sequencer offers potential 19 for point-of-care testing of infectious diseases in clinical settings. To improve cost-20 effectiveness, multiplexing of several, barcoded samples upon a single flow cell will be 21 required during sequencing. We generated a unique sequencing dataset to assess the extent 22 and source of cross barcode contamination caused by multiplex MinION sequencing. 23 Sequencing libraries for three different viruses, including influenza A, dengue and 24 chikungunya, were prepared separately and sequenced on individual flow cells. We also 25 pooled the respective libraries and performed multiplex sequencing. We identified 0.056% of 26 total reads in the multiplex sequencing data that were assigned to incorrect barcodes. 27 Chimeric reads were the predominant source of this error. Our findings highlight the need for 28 careful filtering of multiplex sequencing data before downstream analysis, and the trade-off 29 between sensitivity and specificity that applies to the barcode demultiplexing methods. 30 31 Keywords 32 Nanopore sequencing; metagenomics; multiplexing; cross barcode contamination; chimera 33 34 Background 35
of cross-assigned reads could be aligned to more than one viral genome or to distinct regions assigned reads compared to those of correctly assigned reads (Fig. 2c) . The current signals of 155 a correctly assigned read usually include: (i) an open pore signal of high current representing 156 the time that the sequencing pore changes from one adapter to another, (ii) a stall signal, assigned, and cross-assigned in each sequencing run. Un-assigned refers to reads that cannot 284 be assigned to any bins by Albacore due to a barcode score less than 60, mis-assigned refers 285 to reads that were assigned to barcode bins not included in this experiment, and cross-286 assigned refers to reads that were assigned to the incorrect barcode bins; b) distribution of 287 barcode scores reported by Albacore for mis-assigned reads and cross-assigned reads in the 288 multiplex sequencing data; c) comparison of raw signal of a chimeric and a correctly assigned candidates that possess adapter in the middle of the read. The second approach requires two 301 barcodes at the start and end of each read. Increasing stringency for barcode demultiplexing 302 occurs at the expense of reducing total number of reads. 
